
Exhibit 1.      Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) History          

Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) is a MODERN term that is quickly becoming viewed 

as the ultimate approach to risk management.  

That is not by accident! Consider the drawbacks of the “prehistoric” system of risk 

management usually found in “Silo” (departmentalized organizations):  

 

Consultants are advertising their ability to perform enterprise risk management. 

Seminars devoted to this topic are being conducted to explain the process, provide 

examples of applications and discuss advances in the field. Papers on enterprise risk 

management are appearing in journals and books on the topic are being published. 

Many universities are not only providing courses titled “Enterprise Risk 

Management”, but are awarding “Master’s Degrees” in the paradigm. (Please 

refer to attachments)   



 

It appears that this modern new field of risk management is the “default” risk 

management; one requiring new and specialized expertise, one that will make other 

forms of risk management incomplete, archaic and less attractive. (I.E “Treasury 

Board’s” costly “invention”,  

Definition of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) 

Enterprise risk management (ERM) is, in essence, the latest name for an overall risk 

management approach to business risks. Precursors to this term include corporate risk management, 

business risk management, holistic risk management, and integrated risk management. (The 

latter, “Treasury’s “version of “the tail wagging the dog!!” – For greater certainty, please note 

that “Treasury’s” version is a part of ERM- not the other way around!    

A common thread of enterprise risk management is that the overall risks of the organization are 

managed in aggregate, rather than independently.  



   http://www.erm360.com/erm-process/erm-history/ 

                        

Out of sight, out of mind! 

There is a tendency by governments to optimize strategies on risks after matters that 

have just occurred.  WRONG way to do it! (Example the financial reactive actions 

by governments following COVID-19  

ERM is THE solution because of its “forward looking” feature.”  

Extreme event and catastrophe models have evolved in recent decades to provide a 
sense of loss magnitude when extreme events, such as pandemics and natural or man-

made catastrophes, occur. Instead of focusing on whether these events are one in 100, 

one in 50 or one in five years (we just don't know), govt focus is to devise strategies of 
how to recover, whenever they may occur. 

How much can we afford to lose? How can we split the damage? How much time do we 
have to recover? What hedging and risk management strategies do we need in place to 

recover? In other words, the opportunity to make a difference has been to focus on 
recovery, rather than catastrophe. Wrong way again!  

 

Governments tend to place full reliance on models that perform well under normal 

conditions. But in reality, are situations ever normal? Opportunity is to look beyond the 

models that assume conditions revert back to the mean, that abnormal events are 

abnormal, that markets are continuously efficient, and that human behavior follows 

precise mathematical and well-defined distributional formulas, even as dominoes fall.  

This aspect is evident in today's financial times. 

 

http://www.erm360.com/erm-process/erm-history/


 To put ERM in its simplest form it means learning to expect the unexpected.! 

A summary and graphic extracted from another source follows: -WJP 

 

The “graphic” difference between common risk management and Enterprise Risk Management:    

            



It’s important at this point to distinguish between a “risk” and a “hazard” particularly 

when considering applying the ERM features to endangerment tasks as example in lab 

research/experimentation in a health environment: 

 Risk vs Hazard - What is the difference?  

With due respect to the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety 

department’s useful information regarding “risk “vs “hazard” the concepts 

illustrated/demonstrated do not constitute the paradigm of “Enterprise Risk 

Management” in totality, although perhaps critically useful and could form part of the 

ERM process.  

A hazard is said to be present when there is an object or a situation present that may 

have an adverse effect on the surrounding. (The “Centre” has done a very good job in 

describing this situation.)   

Overall, for some harm to occur or for the risk to be present, there must be the presence 
of a hazard and above all the exposure to that hazard. If they do not exist together, there 

will be no risk. 

As such, identifying a hazard is just the first step in a series of steps to assess the danger 

a substance or activity might pose under a particular circumstance.  

For example, as rational beings, we are always assessing the level of risk either 

consciously and unconsciously. While we are thinking to cross a highway, how to do family 

care and whether to eat healthy food or not we are basically making assessment about 
the possible hazards involved and at the same time assess the risk associated with each 

action we may take. 

To provide a “health” flavor to the discussion, Potassium Dichromate falls in the 
category of the toxic chemicals and as I understand, is used to analyze the presence 
of alcohol in the breath. The chemical is properly covered and sealed. Thus, the chemical 

is highly hazardous; however, the proper usage of this substance does not make it risky. 

In summary, A hazard is considered to be anything that can cause harm.  Risk can be 

taken as chance or probability that harm may occur.  

One can easily measure the risk of something in degrees, high or low. However, to 
measure a hazard in degrees is not at all possible.                                                    

…..!!  --WJP 

About International Risk Standard ISO 31000 (2018)                

http://www.ccohs.ca/oshanswers/hsprograms/hazard_risk.html


(This is the standard adopted by ANY country, organization, entity, profit or none-profit, 

governments, charities and other organizations as the default process for managing 

organizational risks  

ISO 31000 (the 2018 update) involved the participation of members from more than 

70 countries, hence its universal attributes.    

ISO 31000 is concise and easy to follow. 

ISO 31000 doesn’t focus on audit perspective, but rather value creation and 

protection, hence adding to its flexibility. 

ISO 31000 clearly articulates risk management as a cyclical process, with ample 

room for customization and improvement 

ISO 31000 makes the organization aware that the “flip side” of risk is “opportunity”, 

hence it’s creativity and flexibility    

ISO 31000 embraces entirely “Enterprise Risk Management- ERM” methodology 

and has only a few but consistent “steps” to establish its operation and management. 

                  

Here is a “graphic” of the ERM steps envisaged and practiced internationally.  (From 

examples used in this presentation you will note the adherence or consistency followed 

to the ERM paradigm “steps”.  –WJP  

                        

(To be noted is that it is imperative that ALL “stakeholders” be identified in the 

process, as they can create more “risks” or could be inversely affected by actions taken 



by the enterprise attempting to mitigate its own risks! The “Identify risks” step is 

completed only after establishing the “context” which normally includes ALL stakeholders 

involved with the entity practicing “risk mitigation”. -WJP)  

NOTE: Of the 7 steps (Condensed above) 6 of the steps are proactive with “Monitor 

and review” being the only (and required) reactive step.    

The Federal Government in dealing with COVID-19 negative results, applied only a 

(reactive) step (results) AFTER THE FACT.  

 

 

 

                          

   

Below is a more detailed graphic of the “steps” in the ERM process- minus the 

unnecessary volume of “instructions” required of the TBS Figure 1. (below)     

         “Visual Map of TBS Guides and Tools on Risk management”. 



                  

 

Continuing on with this topic it is critical that the “history” of risk management 

practiced by the Federal Government be scrutinized at this time in light of the 

disastrous results attained by the so-called risk “stewardship” practiced by 

the Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, (hereafter referred to as TBS). 

         

 



 

Historic TBS Risk Management in the Federal Government 

https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=19422&section=html 

https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=19422 

Guide to integrated Risk Management   

https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-secretariat/corporate/risk-management/guide-

integrated-risk-management.html 

 

 

“……. A good risk statement should be concise and readily understood across an 

organization, as its precision can influence the development of effective risk responses, 

choices of action plans and the quality of decision-making pertaining to the risk…….” 

TBS. 

“…. In conjunction with other risk management guides and tools provided by the 

Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat (TBS), this guide is meant to help strengthen risk 

management practices by elaborating on how to develop risk statements…” TBS 

 

https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=19422&section=html
https://www.tbs-sct.gc.ca/pol/doc-eng.aspx?id=19422
https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-secretariat/corporate/risk-management/guide-integrated-risk-management.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-secretariat/corporate/risk-management/guide-integrated-risk-management.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-secretariat/corporate/risk-management.html


 

 

Observations: (WJP) 

➢ Guides far too many, too cumbersome, and terms like “Taxonomies” (which deal 
with science?) become confusing for departments that are NOT SCIENCE, oriented. 

The universally accepted ERM is straightforward, understood by any organization 
utilizing ERM as its “risk” methodology- definitions are consistent regardless of the 

nature of the enterprise- etc. Please refer to ALL the examples in this submission; 
ALL refer to ERM and its accepted process and none use the description 

“invented” by TBS!!  
➢ The TBS main focus on “branding” its risk direction as “Integrated Risk 

Management” while referenced in ISO 31000 standard, IS NOT “Enterprise Risk 
Management (ERM) in substance; the TBS term used is a SUBSET of ERM only; 

➢ ERM encompasses other important “subsets” in addition to the TBS misleading 

“variety”: precursors to the term “ERM” include corporate risk management, 

business risk management, holistic risk management, and the TBS emphasis, 

“integrated risk management”.  

➢ The interpretation of “risk management” introduced by TBS is narrow by 

comparison, but at the same time it adds more complexity and is “reinventing the 
wheel” or to put it bluntly- “the tail wagging the dog”.  



➢ Other collateral damage with the TBS variety –the accepted interpretation of ISO 
31000 emphasises ERM; any organization researching the topic, concentrates on 

“ERM” and NOT the TBS variety. 
➢ ALL examples in this submission utilize the process of ERM, and not termed with 

the TBS description. This provides the ease of reference utilized internationally 
when researching the subject of risk.  

➢ Processes used are consistent and virtually the same regardless of industry, 
government usage, or other organizations. This is impossible to achieve if the TBS 

methodology was used- very little history for comparisons and reference source 
topically chosen as “Integrated Risk Management” 

➢ This submission has demonstrated the wide usage of ERM and disclosed its 
consistency of application.  

 
(By comparison the BC Government (Exhibit 9.) provides risk management as practiced 

universally under ISO Standard 31000- 2018. While the BC version is also extensive, 

there is one big difference between it and the TBS “risk management” version: 
 

It’s the large magnitude of public reference sources available from other organizations 
that can be utilized or accessed in either forming a new risk policy and/or updating the 

current government risk planning in place – at NO or very little $cost.    
 

In other words, there is no need to “re-invent the wheel” such as TBS has done 
and/or are doing. WJP.   

 
 

Demonstrated result of the TBS “risk” administration follows: 
Mr. Trudeau be forewarned: the result is not in accordance with expected outcome. 

(Apart from the fact that the TBS risk regulations are “dated”-not revised recently! 2016 
the most common/recent release?) 

 

(Please refer to Canada Revenue Agency and ERM? Exhibit 10 for an example of a 
“dysfunctional” TBS so-called “directive” or “guideline” followed / describing what 

should be termed “Enterprise Risk Management” but “recharacterized” or 
“invented” by TBS as “Integrated Risk Management”.) 

 
                                              

                                     ************* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



All the above history of the TBS addressing risk, needs to be updated. It appears that a 
panel of representatives from various government departments did a review sometimes 

in early 2016 (?) dealing with of the TBS “risk” instructions. 
 

The review was labelled: 
 

“Putting it in Place – Implementing Integrated Risk Management- 
“Doing it – Practising Integrated Risk Management  
 

 
 

Please note that the “names” of the participants is unimportant.  
 

What is very important to note, however is the federal government 
departments that they represented. - WJP  

 
Only 1 Federal Government Department (CRA), has since implemented the TBS version 

of “risk management”; (as discussed, the CRA application of the TBS risk management 
is not a successful application of ERM.) 

  
“Health Canada” (2 members from “Health Canada” and 1 member from Canadian 

Food Agency) had 3 representatives in the working group- NONE of the departments 
that they represented (have understandably) adopted the TBS version of “risk 

management”. WJP 

 

 


